
ask the expert
WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE STYLES 
TO WORK ON AND WHY?
Definitely modern design. It can mean so many 
things and employs the use of an incredible 
variety of materials and concepts.

WHAT ARE YOU WORKING ON NEXT?
Sustainability. We have established our focus in 
design and are now looking to create awareness 
toward construction quality and energy efficiency.  

WHAT DO YOU REGARD AS THE 
GREATEST SUCCESS IN YOUR 
CAREER TO DATE?
Growing an incredible team. I am constantly 
amazed at the talent, management skills and 
commitment of my coworkers. The client 
is always in good hands—even when I can’t 
be present.

This modern shingle custom home in Westport, Connecticut, uses materials and 
unique window details to allude to the modern design within.

Steel, glass and wood combine to create the owner and architect’s vision for the 
interior of this Westport, Connecticut, residence.

VITA DESIGN GROUP
“Design is a living and organic thing,” says Lucien Vita, principal at Vita Design Group in Westport, Connecticut. “I never know what to 
expect at the start of a project. It’s the process of discovering that is most exciting for me and my client.” For Vita, architecture spans 
many levels by pushing boundaries yet achieving creative unity between the design team and client. His clean lines and earthy interiors 
embody modernity and embrace sustainability—a perfect hybrid for ex-urbanites who want to go beyond traditional spaces. To achieve 
this living environment, Vita relies on visual equilibrium and flow. “You don’t always need to play it safe,” he says. “By exploring creative 
possibilities of design you can strike the perfect balance.” Vita’s knack for utilizing just the right details and materials, as well as an 
exceptional understanding of scale, is what makes his work lavish without having to rely on opulence and excess. “Luxury is getting 
exactly what you want,” he says. 
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“Our firm is a group of modernists at heart. We thrive on 
the endless possibility for creativity in modern design.”

–lucien vita, principal
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